
Consumer cools at high debt levels as housing pops.



Early 2006: Weak Housing and Autos combined 
with rising Oil Prices begin to drag on economy.



Positive: slowing economy cools inflation worries



Housing slowdown = consumer slowdown…
The $64 Question: Will corporate spending fill the gap?



Will businesses start spending their cash stockpiles? 
Evidence of corporate spending as companies plan large 
capital investments.



Mar. ’06: Hope that business will increase 
capital expenditures, offsetting a weak consumer.



But what happens if business trims 
spending due to a cooling economy?



4-06: Business spending plans decline…



“… Factory output fell slightly last month as manufacturers 
Adjusted to milder consumer demand…”

“The May decline in manufacturing activity was a response to
slackening consumer spending…”

“This shows that a broad-based slowdown in the economy
Is taking place…”



Banks are 
Still willing 
to lend…

Not yet 
Tightening 
standards 
on C&I 
loans …

OR 
increasing 
spreads …

% of banks tightening standards on C&I loans

% of banks increasing spreads on C&I loans vs treasuries

6-06: Fear of Central bank tightening may be overblown as
Commercial banks have not reduced credit availability….



12-06: Credit Market Conditions Tighten…

… as banks tighten
Standards on C&I
Loans…

…credit demand from 
large companies erodes

.. and demand from small 
companies plummets!



Consumer Credit Demand Weakens Also…

…as demand for
Mortgages falls..

…due in large part to the
very high consumer
Debt Service Ratio…

… and reaches 20 
year lows for 
other consumer 
loans…



1-07: CEO & Manufacturer Surveys 
show decreased investment plans

MAPI Outlook Index falls to 54. Inventories 
near record high. Fewer consumer orders. 
Manufacturing slowdown.

CEO Investment Conditions Index falls 6.7 points. Only 43%
Of CEO’s said they regard investment conditions as “good”.



Numerous companies in all industries announce
plans to cut their capital expenditures…



Corporations
hoard cash
not for capex
but for “rainy
day” in an
increasingly
risky world!



Nov ‘06: Manufacturing reaches the “tipping point”



Econ. weakness spills over into non-housing jobs

Note Jobless Claim
uptick above.



11-06: Will labor cost increases
lead to a hiring slowdown?



1-07: NFIB Survey: Unemployment 
Is likely to uptick in 2007 *

Unemployment
Rate will creep
closer to 5.0% *

* NFIB: National Federation of Independent Business, 
survey of more than 400 small U.S. businesses.

Only 14% of firms
plan to create new 
jobs, down 3% from
the Nov. survey.



Hopeful forecast for stabilizing U.S. economy in 2007:
GDP Growth Avg. Forecast 2.3%, Median 2.7%



Jobs weaker

Consumer 
spending weak

Housing weak
New Orders
“bit stronger”

Comparison of current & past Econ Cycles, Oct. 2006



12-06: Both Housing & Mftg at “Tipping or Balance Point” !


